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BACKGROUND

At present the Roll Your Own paper market is dominated by Rizla (green, red, blue) with
about 80% of the total paper volume . The remaining 20% is taken by Swan which was
launched about 10 years ago. Other brands are available but have negligible share .

The Imperial take-over of Rizla has denied Gallaher the ability to use inserts in these
papers as a tool to promote its products - Old Holborn and Amber Leaf rolling tobacco
- therefore, other means are being explored to reach the consumer.

Three options are available:

"

	

To arrange a deal with Swan

"

	

Launch Amber Leaf papers

Launch a new brand of papers

Before making a final decision on which route to follow, research is required to give a
better insight into the paper market and the reasons for purchase of a given brand.
Gallaher require an up to date and comprehensive picture of the market / habits /
attitudes from the consumer perspective and to gain feedback on the three possible
courses of action.



RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

In line with the decisions to be taken, the objectives of this project were defined
as to examine the current status quo in the market and to explore reactions to NPD
stimulus devised to represent the various options :

1 .

	

To provide insight into the paper market and reasons for usage of a certain
brand :

2 .

	

To explore reactions to a tobacco branded paper - Amber Leaf- or do people

prefer an independent paper like Rlzla?

Why do people buy paper? Why Rizla / Swan?
Is it down to availability or because it is Rizla / Swan?
Do people switch or are they loyal?
Recall and perceived effect of inserts / promotions in the past

Would they buy? Imagery and price expectations
What if Amber leaf papers were in-pack, not stand alone?

3.

	

To explore reactions to a new brand of papers : Lloyd's Greens / Reds /
Blues

Would they buy? Imagery and price expectations
To investigate 6 different design options

The stimulus for this project comprised of concept boards with mounted packs to show
the Rizla and Swan ranges, the proposed design for Amber Leaf and a number of
different design options for Lloyds Greens, reds, Blues - including different degrees of
branding (prominently Lloyds or more discretely Richard Lloyd and Sons) . Current packs
of papers were also shown to the groups so that they could hold / examine / talk about
the papers in more depth .

	

Tobacco samples were also shown to explore the brand and

design relationship between a brand and its branded paper.



RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The sample design was :

The Recruitment Questionnaire is given in Appendix 1 .

Since this is an exploratory study, it was proposed to conduct just 4 standard length, one
and a half hour, Group Discussions . The sample represented the core of the RYO
market: Males, who are regular RYO Smokers, of the main social grades C1C2D . The
main splits were made by age, as this was felt likely to have a bearing on attitudes to
both Rizla and a new brand introduction, and geographical area. Since Rizla usage
might otherwise dominate, a quota was set to include 2 -3 Non-Rizla buyers per group .

In total 28 respondents attended these groups which were held on the evenings of 16th

and 18th February .

	

Field recruitment was conducted on behalf of Leading Edge by The
New Fieldwork Company Ltd. They returned an accurate sample - which was depleted

by one per group due to last minute illness . Respondents were also a little suspicious of

the purpose of the research and some had to be reassured - the concern was any

enquiry into where / how they bought their rolling tobacco . However, during the sessions

they proved to be very open about their sources.

Janie Gingell of Leading Edge was personally responsible for conducting the research

process, preparation of the debrief and the written report . Initial findings were presented
to the company with bound copies of the debrief on 26th February. This document
constitutes the full and final report.

QRDER SPECIFICAT10N A LOCATION

Grp 1 . Male BC1 C2 18 - 34 years London / Cheam
Regular RYO Smoker
2-3 Non-Rizla Buyers

Grp 2. Male BC1 C2 35 - 54 years London / Cheam
Regular RYO Smoker
2-3 Non-Rizia Buyers

Grp 3. Male BC1C2 18 - 34 years Birmingham /
Regular RYO Smoker Bromsgrove
2-3 Non-Rizia Buyers

Grp 4. Male BC1 C2 35 - 54 years Birmingham /
Regular RYO Smoker Bromsgrove
2-3 Non-Rizla Buyers



Interview Approach

The Warm-Up discussion was focused to understand the reasons for Roll-Up smoking,
smoking occasions and overlap with packet cigarettes ; to examine the perceived image
of a RYO smoker and to understand the enjoyment derived from both the tobacco and
rolling process .

"

	

Discussion could then move on to judge just how important the paper is to the
experience and individual brand repertoires, histories and experiences with
papers.

"

	

We then probed whether the brand of paper matters and how it makes a
difference, what brand / product differences were noticed . Respondents were
asked to imagine going to buy papers, and to describe how they asked for them,
what other products they bought at the same time, what sort of decisions were
made at point of sale .

	

We explored how loyal they were to their brand, exactly
what made them switch, how important price is to purchase and how they
conceptualise price (as the papers, per stick, part of the total cost of RYO etc)

"

	

Consumers were asked about recall and participation in papers promotions and
what they could remember of past Old Holborn / Amber Leaf promotions

"

	

After exploring the underlying market factors, discussion moved on to the two key
brands: Rizla and Swan - exploring buying habits, what factors determine
purchase and loyalty, what happens if their preferred brand or colour is not
available in store ; whether they possess a brand image and user image as such ;
and for Swan papers, their link to matches and rolling tobacco . Then we sought
to understand the contribution of their pack design, strengths and weaknesses
and what each element contributes . This was facilitated by projective techniques,
showing the pack concept boards and product samples . After looking at each
brand monadically and rotating the order of introduction - respondents then made
direct comparisons . Awareness of other brands such as Mascotte or Jobs was so
low this could only be done at a superficial level.



"

	

At this point respondents were introduced to the concept of NPD in the paper
market: starting with the Amber Leaf proposition as communicated by the
proposed pack design . We explored interest in purchase, under what
circumstances would they come to try them, the effect of links to the tobacco,
price and product expectations, the brand / pack image etc.

	

Reflecting the
options open to Gallaher, we explored reactions to Amber Leaf being given away
in-pack - would they use them, be encouraged to buy Amber Leaf tobacco etc .

"

	

After, respondents were shown one of the pack design concepts for Greens,
Reds, Blues and the discussion covered much the same ground as above, but
exploring in greater detail their reaction to a totally new brand launch and the idea
of the brand name based around the product colours . The other 5 pack designs
were then introduced and design elements explored in greater depth

"

	

The concluding part was a more open discussion on the merits of a new brand of

papers per se, a new brand name versus one linked to rolling tobacco ; the
perceived likely effect of promotions for Amber Leaf papers / tobacco and if
Greens, Reds, Blues were to advertise Old Holborn - would this cause people to
switch papers or tobacco .



Main Conclusions



1 .

	

RYO Smokers perceive papers as a very boring product
category, it was hard work to evoke brand images and attitudes.

Their spontaneous attitude was that these are simple, basic and therefore
uninteresting products . They never give papers much active thought and found it
rather strange to be called to market research on this topic. Although papers are
essential to Roll-Up smoking, all brands do the job and are considered `adequate' .
Accordingly, new brands and new pack designs just did not excite them - in their
words `you cannot get worked up about papers' and older people are very set in
their ways, seeing to reason to change brands.

2.

	

Recall of promotions varied more by individual : some never
noticed them, others had noticed but considered them a waste of
time.

When at the very end of the groups they came to discuss the end of links with
Rizla, their perception was that it would be no loss to Old Holborn or Amber Leaf.

This general RYO sample suggests that papers' promotions have limited impact
on attitudes or image. Response to offers in the past was limited to some of the
older RYO smokers who were attracted to the merchandise but too set in their
ways to change their buying behaviour. Given the size and space available for
inserts or printing on-pack they felt it was difficult for promotions to grab their
attention .

3.

	

21 out of the 28 respondents (75%) claimed to mainly buy `grey'
imported tobacco and only buy from a recognised outlet when
they got `caught short'. This dramatically reduces the
opportunity for paper promotions to affect purchase of rolling
tobacco.

Bootleg sales are well-organised in both the London and West Midlands areas
researched, through an informal 'pyramid selling' network and can be bought from
acquaintances in pubs, factories, building sites, offices . The papers are also sold

but there is no real saving and therefore few buy. Paper are often in bootleg
packs of Old Holborn, or Drum. Older, confirmed RYO smokers are regular
bootleg buyers, it was the younger under 25 age group that bought their tobacco
from supermarkets or newsagents .



4.

	

Our study identified two market segments for papers / RYO:

18 - 24s are very image conscious, tend to prefer to smoke packet cigarettes,
turn to RYO when they cannot afford packets and can be described as `floating
voters' who are likely to switch tobacco according to price and availability.

25 - 549 constitute the true Roll-Up smoker: traditional in attitude, set in their
ways, hard to influence with a general dislike of change in this category .

5 .

	

It is therefore surprising that RIZLA is perceived as a brand and
has very strong loyalty, which appears to conflict with the low
interest / don't care attitude to papers expressed initially.

Rizla was found to be dominant in what is essentially a one brand market - the
rest including Swan are perceived as `just papers' . Rizla has been very
successful in appealing to both the above age groups (albeit for slightly different
reasons) and in its marketing.

	

Overall, Rizlas, success is based on 3 factors :

1)

	

It is most peoples first brand purchase and it becomes
the habit of a lifetime . Rizla's have become the generic name for
papers and the `normal' brand to buy

2)

	

It has wide availability and people felt that shopkeepers actively
push it

3)

	

Low product differentiation gives no reason to switch brands

Additionally, Rizla has a strong image in terms of being quality, with heritage, a
striking pack design and being widely advertised this makes it difficult to attack .

6 .

	

In contrast, Swan is an adequate product but held in low esteem
with few loyal buyers and a low grade image.

Perceived as `new' to the market and without any heritage or consumer benefit, its
buyers tended to buy when it was the only brand stocked, or when their colour of
Rizlas had run out (especially the green) they would switch to Swan for its cut
corner - but return to Rizla next time .

	

Only a couple chose Swan, liking its
Running Out Slip, as there is a general fear of having tobacco but no papers.
Younger people associated it with `Old Roll Up smokers' and tended to reject that
image .



7.

	

Opportunities to create brand switching and long-term converts
appear limited . Swan demonstrates that a good brand image in a
related market (matches) does not automatically transfer into
papers, and that given the strongly entrenched position of Rizla,
heavy marketing support needs to be on-going.

8.

	

The concept of Amber Leaf papers met with indifference. It did
not benefit from its tobacco brand links because the brand is not
well known.

People will happily switch for one occasion but need reasons not to return to
Rizla . One of the basic market problems is lack of product differentiation, another
is the inability to use price as a weapon when the unit price is so low that people
are not motivated by saving 1 p or even 5p.

Distribution is such that brand awareness was low, and Awarers did not
necessarily know it came from a reputable company (makers of Old Holborn) . It
did not propose any tangible consumer benefit or reason to change the habit of a
lifetime for the older RYO smoker, nor was its packaging particularly high impact
or appealing.

	

Only the younger `floating voters' might try it, and although there
were none in the sample, respondents felt that regular Amber Leaf buyers might
well want to buy.

Exploring different launch options revealed : that a price saving of 2 - 5p was no
incentive - it would need to offer something tangible in the pocket. Half price,
therefore saving 10p, would save 20-30p over a week and made it more
attractive. There was little interest if free in-pack with Amber Leaf Rolling
tobacco as free papers would not persuade them to switch their brand of tobacco
- and this is restricted in scope given that 75% of tobacco appears to be bootleg .
People would not reject them if given away free with their brand, or if the only
paper available -but they saw no good reason to switch away from Rizla .

9.

	

The new brand concept - GREENS / REDS / BLUES - aroused
curiosity but could not find a `need' or market gap, apart from as
a BETTER ALTERNATIVE TO RIZLA THAN SWAN. This does
constitute a launch option in an overt No.2 brand positioning, but
would need heavy on-going investment and would be unlikely to
rival Rizla.

The majority liked its tongue-in cheek brand name and packaging which some
perceived as a Rizla rip-off . They positioned it as THE ACCEPTABLE
ALTERNATIVE TO RIZLA more for whenever Rizla is not available, than as their
first choice of brand. Since all consumer needs are perceived as satisfied, it could
not find a discrete positioning or niche. None of the designs tested were



particularly successful, but the findings do reveal some guidelines for packaging
development, if it is decided to pursue this course.

GREENS / REDS / BLUES could be launched as a low / half price brand (if
margins were to permit) and be an irritant to Rizla, but otherwise it would be
necessary to buy distribution, as has Swan.

A new brand would provide a better opportunity for promoting Old Holborn than
Swan or Amber Leaf . However, our respondents considered paper promotions
low interest and felt it would be waste of effort .

10.

	

This sample suggested and expressed greater interest in Old
Holborn papers than either of these NPD routes, but even that
name would have to work hard to make Rizla loyals switch.

11 .

	

Overall, the RYO papers market is very unusual and full of
apparent contradictions . Despite being of low consumer interest
with few real barriers to entry, Rizia is a dominant brand and its
80% share looks very secure - it would take considerable time
and effort to shake it.



Recommendations



10

1 .

	

If this sample is typical, `grey' sales greatly restrict the
effectiveness of paper promotions linked to tobacco sales.

Younger RYO Smokers were more likely to buy rolling tobacco through
recognised outlets, older long-established RYO Smokers only bought the
occasional pack in the UK.

2.

	

There is no one recommended course of action- it depends on
the strategic objective .

Depending what Gallaher wants to achieve : whether it is to continue with branded
promotions, or to limit its competitors market with Rizla, or to enter this market
with one of its existing brand names. What this study does is indicate what might
be the best course of action to meet the various objectives .

A tie-up with Swan

	

This is an intrinsically weak and ailing brand,
unlikely to affect Rizla even if given a complete
relaunch . It could be a carrier of general
promotions but the impact would be limited by
its penetration and lack of consumer interest in
the brand. Overall, Swan is seen as a low
status brand - too low for positive Old Holborn
associations .

Launch Amber Leaf

	

The concept met with a very luke-warm
response and appears to lack any consumer
benefit apart from to Amber Leaf smokers if
given away in-pack . Such a promotion would
not interest non-smokers of the brand, except
perhaps the price conscious, 18- 25 switchers .
As a carrier of general promotions it would have
limited reach but it could be used to attack Rizla
if a half-price semi give-away, as some people
might then buy on price .

Launch Greens / Reds / Blues

	

As a Rizla alternative, it could attack Rizla, be
used for Old Holborn or Amber Leaf promotions
and would be received as higher status than
Swan papers. However, it would take
considerable time and on-going investment, as
in this product format does not provide a long-
term reason to switch from Rizla



Launch Old Holborn

	

This appeals to Old Holborn smokers and might
be used to build the brand among the 25-35 age
group (who are in the process of settling down

-

	

to loyalty with one brand) . This would be worth
further exploration

3.

	

If the objective is to create a tangible and profitable position in
the papers market, the findings suggest the way forward is to
create real product differentiation - as pack design, a reputable
brand name and price proved limited marketing weapons. This
could then be marketed as either a new brand or possibly Old
Holborn.

This study did not investigate innovative formats or packaging. However, people
were seen to respond to real differences. The Swan Running Out Slip is one
example - but not sufficient to build a brand; mufti-packs and the concept of
selling a 3-pack for about 40p, thereby being different and offering a saving did
begin to stir interest.



1,1

	

Reasons for Rollin4 Your Own

As part of the Warm-Up, getting to know the respondents, we enquired into the basic
reasons for RYO :

PRICE:

	

While price is the underlying factor it is not the only one. Price
seemed the most important influence among the 18 - 25 year old
age bracket, many of whom would prefer to smoke packet
cigarettes . They are students or on low wages and roll their own to
economise often switching between RYO and tailor-mades .

TASTE:

	

Taste appears to be a significant factor for the longer-established
RYO smoker. When they go back to a packet cigarette it seems
tasteless and less natural - they perceive tailor-mades have a more
chemical taste .

TO SMOKE Due to the time involved in rolling and that sometimes it is

LESS:

	

inconvenient to roll-up they find they smoke less

ECONOMY:

	

Since roll ups go out when you put it down or stop dragging
a tailor made burns on . Many have jobs that make it difficult to
smoke a whole cigarette on one occasion so that this is a real
benefit to them. Individual roll-ups are often relit several times, so
that RYO smokers tend to prefer the convenience of a lighter to
matches.

1 2

It was observed that there is huge psychological dimension to RYO smoking that

we could only touch upon in our investigation of papers . When people stop to think

about it in the groups, they realise how much pleasure they derive from stopping
whatever they are doing and the rolling process itself . There is a real art to RYO that is

source of aspiration and pride . Older men have all the paraphernalia : a tin or a leather

pouch for the tobacco, a special lighter, a roller / tin and a couple added a filter . This

seemed to give them peer-group status and image as a KNOWLEDGEABLE SMOKER.

"You can sit down and maybe take a little more time - it's more enjoyable"

"Yes, you stop what you are doing, it's psychological you stop and think -
it's a distraction"



A.

	

Male 18 -24s

"You have to learn to smoke a roll-up, you can't just keep puffing like a
cigarette, to get a drag you can inhale you've got to puff it once at least
before the next puff you can inhale"

"I still want to perfect a one handed roll - I can't do it, I've tried"

The negative associations relate to inconvenience and image. It is inconvenient to stop
and roll when you're driving, walking out of doors, sometimes at work etc . You get
yellow fingers and can burn your lips . Young people were more uncomfortable with the
perceived image of a RYO smoker : an old man, down-market, someone who is skint and
therefore a second class citizen, an ex-con, a Benny Hill . This image is, however, seen
to be changing as more and more people, and types from walks of life who would never
previously have considered a roll-up, are seeing this as a sensible option due to the tax
increases on cigarettes . Some younger male comments illustrate their concerns:

"I tend to smoke normal cigarettes when I'm out . . down the pub
some people think you're a bit funny smoking roll-ups"

"It looks like you're old before your time - it's stereotyped as an
old man smoking roll-ups"

"Some clubs won't let you in if you've got papers"

1 .2

	

Profiles of the RYO Smoker

1 3

Although the sample was split as younger / older than 35, it was possible to identify three
not two age related profiles :

These were either students or had manual occupations . Although some were into the
whole concept of rolling and the skill they had developed, they basically did it for price
not taste reasons .

	

If money wee no object they would prefer to smoke tailor-mades
mainly for the image . Most were switching between roll-ups and packets - the former
during the week and at home, with packets at the weekend or when out socialising . This
is relevant to papers because they are firstly, more image conscious and generally go
for trendy brands or whatever is considered `cool' among their peer group; secondly,
actually buying their tobacco from UK newsagents or supermarkets ; and thirdly, since
they lack knowledge about rolling tobacco types they are more likely to switch and to
smoke any brand that is available or cheap.

	

Overall, their behaviour is different from the
other two groups because they are much less committed to rolling their own.



B

	

Male 25 - 39s

This group was interesting for its varied composition : the expected lorry drivers and
builders were present alongside C1 local government officials and engineers. More C1z s
were present in this age range - and appeared to be the types switching to roll-ups in
response to Duty Increases . Most of the age group smoked occasional packets for
convenience but said they really enjoyed RYO smoking due to the better taste . Thus,
they had quite strongly held tobacco brand preferences, they were reasonably loyal, but
would switch 'for a change' or if something were `going cheap' .

	

RYO had become
something of their trademark, as a statement of individuality not only economy. They
might constitute an interesting group to study as potential for RYO tobacco marketing.
They held attitudes more in common with the older confirmed RYO smoker than the
younger group, but were less set in their ways being newer to rolling their own

C

	

Male 40 - 54s

Most had typical C2D occupations as forklift truck drivers, welders, fireman, milkman (the

Benny Hills) . Many did conform exactly to the younger men's stereotype - RYO smoking

had become a ritual for them and part of their lives :

"I also think it's the ritual of it . . . I find it quite relaxing, it makes
me think I'm actually taking a break"

"It does come into my mind, when you stop work to toll a cigarette
you think I'm not working now"

" I always found roll-ups more enjoyable - you can't taste packet fags"

1 .3

	

`Grey' Tobacco Purchases

1 4

These were the group with their treasured tins (Old Holborn) or leather pouches, special
lighters etc . They had tried all the various tobacco brands, knew more about them and
rarely switched - only if their brand were not available. Thus, they held very traditional

attitudes, were set in their ways and had a strong dislike of change.

21 out of our 28 respondents claimed to mainly buy `grey' imported tobacco. The

sheer scale of this took Leading Edge by surprise, but this 75% corresponds exactly to

Gallaher's own estimates .

We found that while the younger, RYO / Packet Switcher goes to his newsagent or
supermarket and then decides which format he'll buy according to how much money he



has in his pocket. The older long-time RYO smoker considers himself a loyal Bootleg
buyer and has ready access to supplies .

It transpired the trade is very well-organised and respondents were prepared to talk
about it . Bootleg tobacco basically arrives in this country on boats in bulk, or is brought
in by individual lorry drivers . Either way, it seems it is distributed by an informal system
of pyramid selling : lorry drivers take it around, pass it on to people who then pass it to
others to sell it in pubs, clubs, building sites, offices, etc .

	

There were even two probable
bootleg suppliers in our sample.

The fact is that the price at which it is offered makes it irresistible, and the wide
distribution system makes it accessible . The rationale for purchase is illustrated by the
following quotes:

"It's totally illegal but you've got to be a fool if you're not going to give
someone £3 or £3.50 for 2oz - there's always someone offering tobacco"

"If someone's coming round they'll sell a box of 5 x 50gram pouches for
£15 . common sense prevails - if you've the notes in your pocket you'll
have a packet"

"In Belgium it's £8 for 5 pouches, a fifth of the cost - yet we make it here"

"You can go into a strange town, strange town and once they see you roll
up someone will come and say 'need any tobacco"'

"If you're caught short you'll buy 1/2 oz [in the shops] but otherwise you buy
them in packs of 5"

1 5



A selection of RYO tobacco brands is pictured on the previous page. Bootleg sales
skew brand loyalty towards the main brands: Golden Virginia and Old Holborn are the
ones most commonly sold, with some Drum and Samson . Interestingly, respondents
picked on Duma when the packs were shown (towards the end of the group so as not to
influence reactions to Swan / Amber Leaf papers) because they had never heard it called
Duma - the UK marketed version - they only knew the bootleg variety : Drum .

Among regular RYO smokers over 25, buying Bootleg emerged as the normal behaviour .
They only buy from shops when they get `caught short', and then only a single packet.
Since imports are sold in boxes of 5 or 10 x 50g, it is normal to hold high stocks at home.
Import pack sizes are usually 50g but sometimes 40g, and 5 x 50g will typically sell for
just £15 .

	

Bootleg buying was just as well-organised and even more common in the
West Midlands than the South east (14 / 14 claimed to buy in Bromsgrove).

The implications for this project are: firstly, that papers are bought separately
from tobacco - often people go specifically to buy their papers . Papers are offered
from abroad but since the price saving is just a couple of pence there is no real incentive

and people do not bother. Secondly, paper promotions linked to sales of RYO
tobacco are irrelevant and the concept aroused hilarity - "1 don't think my supplier will
accept tokens!!"

1 .4

	

Tobacco Brand Differences

1 6

These were not studied in any detail, but our sample showed a predominance of Golden
Virginia Smokers, with 2 or 3 Old Holborn devotees per group, especially among the
older men. These were the brands mentioned most often - people trade down to
Samson or Drum depending on availability. Amber Leaf and Swan had very low
awareness and were considered smokeable but lower quality, judged by their packs .

Choice between Old Holborn and Golden Virginia was considered to be a matter of
personal choice: Golden Virginia is more soft, mellow, milder, while Old Holborn was
described variously as slightly stronger, 'oaky', woody, a more distinctive tar flavour .

Both are equally respected .



2 .1 Facts

Variants

Availability

Brand Awareness

1 7

Only one brand is top of mind: Rlzla. It had 100% awareness and everyone had tried
it - in fact all but 3 people claimed to be most often or. exclusive buyers. Swan papers
were known by the majority and most had bought at some time in the past . Only two
other brands were known to sell in the UK: less than half were aware of Jobs (yellow
pack colour and double pack size) and after prompting 2 could recall the Mascotte name
but no further detail . Old Holborn and Drum papers were mentioned as being given
away in imported packs as a fairly frequent occurrence.

Papers are perceived in terms of their colours : green, red and blue - although most
people are aware of a more extensive range than just these.

	

The majority of
respondents bought Greens - preferring a corner cut to make rolling easier but red was
also popular . Most thought they were the same weight or similar (in fact there is no
difference) . Blues are more of an `acquired taste' being thinner they show more of the
tobacco through the paper and are harder to role . Only a handful smoked these as their
first choice .

They were also well aware of the Liquorice papers in yellow packs - but these are very
polarised in their appeal with most being `anti' . The younger men knew of Rizla Originals
- being able to picture its trendy pack design but did not know how it differed from the
rest . No-one was aware that perforated papers exist and found the idea rather at odds
with their reason for enjoying roll-ups - the stronger taste . King-Size Rizlas (or Swan)
are readily available and everyone knows their reputation - supposedly for lorry drivers
"that's the excuse but I've never met a lorry driver yet who can't steer with his knees" -
they are associated with `wacky-backy' .

Rizla is the brand that is perceived as being sold `everywhere'. The one annoyance is
that the popular colours do sell out . Swan is associated with selected supermarkets
(Sainsbury being mentioned as having been a major stockist in the past and people were
unsure about the present as they did not buy their papers from a supermarket) but



mainly certain newsagent chains like Alldays . Rizlas are sold in newsagents and petrol
stations most prominently, but also supermarkets .

	

Rlzla is the pack, logo and display
that stands out. Swan tends to be pushed to one side, hidden on a low shelf if Rizla is
also stocked . The other brands are never seen except in specialist tobacconists which a
few visited to buy special tobacco, or even to mix their own blend of light and dark for
rolling . Pubs used to be a source of supply - but many had stopped sales of papers in
order not to encourage drugs usage. This meant rolling tobacco was often not available
from pub counters - just through the illicit trade.

Purchasina Behaviour

Due to Bootleg tobacco sales, the majority went especially to buy papers and most wee
bought without tobacco being purchase at the same time . Respondents claimed to buy
wherever they happened to be - wherever was convenient, but have no strong feeling
about where they bought . The newsagent appeared to be the most common source of
purchase, followed by the supermarket, pub and petrol station, in that order.

Most bought once or twice a week - often coinciding with the beginning and end of the
week. Only the students would buy single packs - the majority bought 2 -3 packs,
enough for a week, working week or weekend, depending on the smoker. Some even
bought 5 or 10 packets at a time . It was common for them to carry high stocks of packs
in use and ready for use. RYO smokers have this dread of finding themselves with
tobacco but without papers:

Price Awareness

"I usually have 3 or 4 packets around because there's nothing worse than
having tobacco and no Rizlas"

"I thought I'd picked up a new packet of papers but I hadn't and half way
through the day I'd run out of papers . Panic stations! I've an ounce of
tobacco left and no papers!

Asked to list were they kept them we found it was not unusual to have 6 packets in use
at a time : in the car, in their work bag, jacket pocket, in their tobacco pouch and around
the home. It is surprising, therefore, that these are simply sold in single units of 50
papers.

1 8

Everyone knew the price : 18p would be a bargain and was found in a few pubs, 20p
was the norm for both Rizlas and Swan in newsagents and 26p in the petrol station .
This is a very convenient outlet as they visit one everyday / every few days and it clearly
irritated that petrol stations charge such a high premium for convenience and supply out
of hours.

	

They were also aware that Swan used to be cheaper than Rizla, and both had
recently put up their prices by several pence .



Asked about the significance of the price, and how they conceptualise price : it was clear
that people do not add the cost of papers to that of tobacco. Price is always described in
terms of the price of a pack of tobacco, generally versus packet cigarettes . They have
no idea how many cigarettes they roll from a pack - it is like asking `how long is a piece
of string' - it all depends on how you roll them, pack them, how long you want it to last,
how you are feeling at the time etc .

	

They conceptualise the cost of smoking more in
terms of coast per week or how long a pack lasts them - but not the price of the papers.

" I don't think about the paper because the paper's not that much"

"You've always got 20p in your pocket for a packet of Rizlas"

How long do papers last?

This is almost as difficult for them to answer - they have no clear concept of papers to
tobacco. After some thought the consensus was that 1 pack of papers was too many for
a 12.5g pack, not enough for 25g (most would need to start a second) and 50g would
need 2 or more packs of papers.

2.2

	

How Important is the Paper to them?

The facts show papers are a 'staple' purchase, once or twice a week, generally in
multiple quantities - but we need to go a stage further and understand what sort of an
impact the product and its purchase has upon them.

The finding is that they perceive the papers as very unimportant - but an
essential . Their best analogies were that it is like buying soap - you need it but it is not
exciting . Another one would be buying petrol - you do not give much thought to the act
or the brand.

Until being called to the discussion our respondents had not consciously thought about
the paper only about the tobacco, the moderator found it difficult to get them to articulate
what opinions they do have. We turned to listing the overall qualities of papers, they are
perceived as:

Boring, basic and unexciting

"

	

Simple products, functional with few problems experienced but also with
few meaningful product differences

1 9



"

	

Unchanging, and so simple they do not expect them to change

"

	

Affordable and accessible for all

"If you're out of papers you'll take anything - you're talking papers
here not tobacco"

"I smoke whatever's in the shop, I'm not that bothered"

"It's just like a necessity"

"Just cigarette paper"

"You can't do much with papers"

They were keen for me to pass the message back that they do not think they give any

thought to papers and they were surprised at our interest in the topic :

"I don't really think about cigarette papers, they're there and I use them"

"Tell these advertising people they think too much about what we think . .
. . . . . . .because we don't think anything about papers really"

Superficially, attitudes suggest that PAPERS are seen as an essential but minor
component of RYO smoking; of low intrinsic consumer value and interest .
However, this is paradoxically accompanied by high de facto brand loyalty to
Rizla, when one might otherwise assume that any brand would do and papers
buyer would typically be brand switchers .

2.3

	

Recall of Papers Promotions

20

This topic did not arise spontaneously: despite high general awareness there was low
specific recall . Our sample claimed to pay them little or no attention . Responses appear
to vary according to the individual's interest in promotions. Some could recall nothing,
others could recall past holiday offers ; Rizla sweatshirts and Rolling tins (one was
shown), Golden Virginia T-shirts with a pocket on the sleeve to hold a packet of papers.
Even fewer could recall Old Holborn promotions but one man in a group had his Old
Holborn tin he thought he had got through papers, another had a special lighter case that
slipped over a disposable .
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Respondents expressed the view very forcibly that they felt promoting on papers
was rarely noticed, and a waste of time.

	

It also has an executional problem in that
the offer appears on the inside of the lid : as such it does not affect decisions at the point
of purchase for papers . They might well read the offer during use, but have to wait until
the pack is finished to find out more by taking the pack apart. In practice, by the time it is
finished they have forgotten all about the promotion and the pack is discarded straight
away.



3.1 Rizla

3. PERCEPTIONS FO THE BRANDS

Spontaneous Impressions

Rizla Brand Imagery

General discussion had shown that Rizla dominates the market and is the generic term
used to describe papers - just like 'Hoover' . More than this : it is perceived as a brand,
being THE Name in papers, the rest are just products . It is also regarded as THE NORM
- normal practice as `everyone buys it' ; about peer group conformity so it makes you one
of the lads, it is the easily understood term in shops. Rizla sells a good range, a quality
product and is widely available almost everywhere in the UK - why buy anything different
is the question they pose.

"Now people call papers Riztas - it's a generic"

"It's a brand name now - it's recognisable, everyone knows it"

"If you say have you got any papers, people tend to say `pardon' but if you
say have you got any Riztas they know straight away and pull out what
they have even if it's Swan"

The image has no real weaknesses, the only two points against it were that it has
stopped giving its `5 leaves left' reminder and has recently put up its prices several
pence (which seems like consumer exploitation to its buyers) .

22

In terms of image its main strength is that it is the best known name, and it is for
everybody having wide appeal.

	

It is also good quality and described as reliable, the
safe bet . It comes with a appealing heritage as being the first on the market and from
before the Second World War, a specialist in papers not other things, and has no
specific country of origin which might serve to alienate certain groups (such as those
who are anti-American, anti-European) . Only one person mentioned it might be from
Belgium, most had never even thought about it .



STRENGTHS

	

WEAKNESSES

THE BEST KNOWN NAME

FOR EVERYBODY

WIDELY AVAILABLE

MANLY APPEAL - TO OLDER,
TRADITIONAL RYO SMOKER

WIDELY ADVERTISED

GOOD QUALITY
RELIABLE /'YOU CAN'T GO WRONG'

FIRST ON MARKET - BEEN AROUND
YEARS

MORE COOL & TRENDY - FOR 18-24S

NON-SPECIFIC COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
- BRITISH, AMERICAN, ITALIAN, SWISS?

REAL IRRITATION STOPPED 5
LEAVES LEFT REMINDER

RECENTLY PUSHED PRICES UP

FOR AWARENESS - NO MESSAGE
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Rizla has high status in the culture of RYO smoking . It is widely advertised which
gives it credibility as a big brand (although people wonder why, when they see it as the
only brand) .

	

You cannot go wrong being seen with a Rizla and clever marketing
succeeds in not alienating the older, more traditional smoker who perceives it as
traditional, unchanging, and manly; while at the same time the younger 18 -24s see it as
the trendy, cool brand with quite trendy packaging. We did not cover the even younger
`rave' or 'club' market in this study.

"Rizlas have that advertising backing them up and they're seen
as THE papers"

"Rizlas' the thing you see in films - you don't see Swan"

"Rizlas - I suppose they are the cool brand . . . you get the Rizlas Originals"



Packaging

Its pack design is another strength . It is bold, bright and high impact in-store . Its outers
used as dispensers in shops are also very visible - you can see whether they have got
your choice in stock or not. The design is also very simple and basic, as consumers feel
befits this product. At the same time it is also a design which is appealing to stare at,
with its bright colour tones and metallic logo it has strength and depth, signals good
quality, solidity and masculinity . 18 - 24s interpret this as 'cool' .

The Main Rizla Ranae
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The Rizla pack symbol of a cross and full stop is not really noticed, or seen as part of the

name. Nor do they notice any pack copy about quality, content - or even the circular

hole inside the pack understood to indicate the number of papers remaining. They felt

this does not operate very effectively and it has created real irritation that Rizla chose to

drop their in-pack reminder in the recent past :

"It was a crime when they stopped putting in the 5 leaves left"

"Yes, without a doubt"

To summarise, Rizla packaging is seen as a strong effective, easily recognisable
design - it embodies simplicity, boldness and an attractive logo . In its way, it is become
a classic pack design, and Swan have found it hard to offer anything that could rival it .



Brand Loyalty

Our sample showed strong attitudinal loyalty to Rizla . Despite delivering a sample of 2
or 3 Non-Rizla buyers per group, recruiters reported that they could not find many who
bought another brand most often , and that people tended to claim purchase of Swan in
addition to Rizla . Thus, 25 out of 28 respondents bought Rizla regularly or exclusively
and perceived themselves as Rizia Loyals .

Thus, we find that the market is characterised by contradiction .

	

On the one hand
consumers seem to be sincere in their belief that papers are relatively unimportant, and
the brand makes no real product difference, typified by comments like :

"The make of paper doesn't make a difference, it's the thickness I go for"

"You're not going to make a special stop to get the right papers, it doesn't
bother me that much"

"A paper is a paper"

On the other hand there is very strong brand loyalty . The explanation appears to lie in
the fact Rizla appears to benefit from three important factors :

1 .

	

The fact it is many people's very first brand . When people start rolling
their own they experience various difficulties in getting the paper the right
way round, making the cigarette too thin or thick, getting it to stick,
embarrassment when other watch them roll, etc . Using a reliable, safe
brand of paper that everyone else buys cuts out one uncertainty .

	

That first
purchase turns into a habit, respondents feel they buy Rizla out of habit
rather than for tangible product reason . It becomes so ingrained, it
becomes the habit of a lifetime for the older RYO smoker.

2.

	

Availability : Rizlas appear to be everywhere, it is the easiest brand to
ask for /buy.

	

Shopkeepers are felt to 'push' Rizlas in the way they stock
it in a more prominent position and if you do not ask for a specific brand,
they give you Rizlas .

"It's all that's in the shops - Rizla . Well you've got green, orange and
whatever, then there might be a box of Swan on the side"
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3.

	

Product Adequacy no-one is dissatisfied by Rizla, no other brand
provides a product reason to change .

Overall Rizla Conclusions

3.2 Swan

Rizla, therefore, has achieved status as a brand in the minds of its consumers. It trades
on its name, relies on habit and benefits from a lack of product differentiation . Over
many years it has built a strong positive image and loyal following that make it difficult to
attack. It appeals to both old and young, and although not covered by this study is
making a play for the teenage / rave market by its internet web site (address added to
the pack at the time of fieldwork) and pop music festival Rolling Road Show. See
http ://www.rizla.co .u k for details and see Appendix 2 for some of the pages.
This sample were largely unaware and disinterested in internet promotion, although one
of the 30 something C1 s had visited it and found it cool .

The overall consumer view is that Rizla is hard to beat:

"Its just since you started rolling your own, Rizlas have always
been the name"

"It would be very hard for someone to come in and take that name way -
because Rizla is always associated with cigarette papers"
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While there is good awareness of its existence, swan has not succeeded in becoming
top of mind. It is felt to have poor distribution - if you were a buyer you would have to go
looking for it which would be inconvenient by comparison. Often shops only sell Swan
Greens, there was some debate over Swan sold Blues as people do not tend to notice
Swan in shops.

The spontaneous perception is that the brand Swan is a matches specialist . Few
associated Swan with rolling tobacco - if you buy bootleg, you do not study the brands in
the shops .

	

Triers of the tobacco reported it was not widely stocked . They had tried it
once and been disappointed in the product . It was perceived as much cheaper quality
than either of the two main brands, and also the be third division after Drum and
Samson.



Few people were interested in Swan and it was difficult to extract many useful
comments . As remarked above, few were committed enough to count themselves a
regular buyer let alone loyal to Swan. Only 3 people were loyal: one bought because
they felt the gum was better, and two bought because of the running out slip :

They felt there was little reason to change the habit of a lifetime and Swan must actively
fight Rizlas acceptance as the norm, it wide availability and the attitude of shopkeepers :

From the outset it is clear that Swan does not benefit from its tobacco
associations: if anything they signal cheaper quality / inferiority and creates
complications ; and while Swan is respected for its matches, that does not give it
any heritage or advantage as a brand of papers.

Brand Imagery

"I buy Swan because they tell you when you're down to the last 5 leaves"

"Yes, I'm gradually going more to Swan for that simple reason"

"It's harder to ask for - if you want Swan you have to say `can I have a
packet of Swan papers please' . . . . You end up saying `Swan Rizlas please'

"You can't say have you any Swans - they make other things"

STRENGTHS

	

WEAKNESSES

RECOGNISABLE LOGO

RUNNING OUT SLIP

TRADITIONAL FEEL BUT BOGUS `NEW'
BRAND

NOTHING SPECIAL
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FROM MAKERS OF POOR QUALITY
TOBACCO

PERCEIVED QUALITY PROBLEMS
- GUM & DISPENSING

OLDER, MALE, HARDENED SMOKER



It was hard to get respondents to be articulate about Swan, we tried picturing the brand
in their mind, special moments with Swan, personification etc . It appears they `see' the
pack design in vague terms and colour scheme but little more - no advertising, no
emotion, no attachment.

The image such as it is, centres on its recognisable logo of a swan and a `flowery' pack.
It has a traditional feel which is a positive - but this is felt to be bogus because Swan is
`new' on the market (in the last ten years) . Its only distinctive quality is its Running Out
Slip . Overall people could not see the point - it was not significantly cheaper, different,
better . It is from the makers of poor quality tobacco which for those who had tried it felt it
counted against the papers . Some respondents perceived quality problems which had
put them off : either the gum varying from pack to pack and being difficult to stick or the
paper pulling out in a stream, like toilet paper.

	

Younger people saw it as having a
rather negative image associated with older male, hardened Ryo smokers :

"The gums all different, they're not as consistent as the Rizlas"

"When you look at a hardened roll-up smoker - you know them because
they won't be looking at what they're doing - they all use Swan"

Respondents felt they could not personify either Rizla or Swan. Analogy worked better
to sum the apparent contradiction up as `being the same but different' . They were
perceived like two London football teams, one strong and one weak; in other words
similar in so many respects but differing in the all important respect of success. A same
picture emerges if they are projected as cars :

Packaging

"Rizlas are a Ford Mondeo and Swan is an Austin Rover - just different
versions of the same thing"

- yet we know how important car imagery is and which one outsells the other by a large
margin!

28
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While this is definitely unique, distinctive, traditional 0940s style) and capable of being
seen as classy, it also was perceived to have a number of weaknesses . First and
foremost, RYO smokers do not notice it the shops. The pack and its outer box design are
simply not seen among the bright colours in shops. For a No. 2 brand seeking to make
itself known this is a poor design route to take . Also, put it beside bright, bold Rizlas and
its looks cheap, pale and flimsy. Some even felt that it looks thinner and as if it contains
less papers and therefore poorer value for money.

	

Some of the older men felt it looked
too feminine and flowery to appeal to them - not a pack to be seen with .

Overall Swan Conclusions

Swan is a weak, struggling brand, that still needs constant, heavy marketing support and
effort . It is fine for those one-off occasions when you cannot find Rizlas, but few name
Swan as their first choice brand. In image terms it is a brand in decline, unable and it
seems poorly designed to attack Rizlas' strong, entrenched market position . Younger
people felt it had a "not for me" user image; while the older RYO smoker (at whom it
must have been targeted and who should be attracted to its traditional pack design)
perceives it as bogus, cheap-looking and a pale imitation of Rizla .



4.1

	

How People Ask for Papers
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The tendency is to remember they need papers, to go into a shop and either ask for
Rizlas as the generic name and wait for the shop assistant to double-check the colour,
or simply ask for green papers / a packet of greens (or whatever colour they like) . This
split in the groups was about half and half . It was noted the younger sample tended to
call papers `Rizlas' and the older ones were more likely to call them 'papers' . Either way,
what they were likely to be given - because of its wide distribution and the attitude of the
shopkeepers to offer it first - was Rizlas . They would be surprised to be given Swan
without actually requesting it (unless it were the only one stocked) . This means that
Swan is perceived to loose out wherever there is dual stocking .

	

As already noted, RYO
smokers have to make an effort to go out and ask for Swan and it is more of an effort to
ask for `Green Swan papers please'

Thus, the general pattern is to buy Rizlas out of habit and Swan in emergencies - except
for the minority who prefer its gum or the Running Out Slip . Very few respondents said
they would actually reject Swan, if it were the only choice available because in the main
it is perceived as an adequate product - it will do the job . Rather than put themselves to
any more trouble to go to another shop, or run the risk of running out of papers, people
claimed they would buy their usual quantity of 1 - 3 packs. However, this would not
have any effect on their long-term buying, and at the time of next purchase they would
automatically ask for Rizlas without thinking . To be successful, a new brand needs to
break this cycle and change the habit of a lifetime .

Exploring brand switching patterns revealed that popular colours of Rizlas do sell out .
Particularly if you are a regular buyer of corner cut and then find Green Rizlas are out of
stock, most said they would switch to Green Swan is that is available. If the selection is
purely Rizlas, Red will do instead of Green - but they may not switch to Blue as it is
harder to roll and they would not accept Liquorice or King-Size .

At point of sale people do not look for promotions or check prices / price-offs as the unit
price of papers is too low for a saving of a couple of pence to have any meaningful
effect . Secondly, price variations is more than outweighed by the price difference
between the usual source of purchase - the newsagent or supermarket at about 20p and
their emergency source - the petrol station at about 26p. A higher price currently has
more impact (in the form of resentment) than a lower one .



4.2

	

Potential for a Tie-Up with Swan
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Swan is basically perceived as a boring brand without any added values vis a vis Rizla . It
is seen as a basic product that does the job, but has never achieved the image of a
brand in the papers market.

	

Given its market status, it has poor potential for extending
penetration and share, and looks to be heavily dependent on continual marketing
support - especially buying exclusive distribution . It does not benefit from positive spin-
off from its rolling tobacco which has low awareness and a reputation as a third class
product. Its only real distinguishing feature is its Running Out Slip - but this is not
enough to make many RYO smokers consider switching to Swan .

Since promotions appear to have little or no impact at point of sale, they are unlikely to
build Swan papers share. On-pack promotions are likely to reach the existing Swan
penetration on an infrequent purchase basis. When at the end of each group we
discussed promotional possibilities, the view was that Swan / Old Holborn promotions
would not stir their interest or change their papers buying behaviour - it would definitely
not be a reason to switch brand of paper or tobacco.

Considering the option of a tie-up with Swan for Gallaher brand promotions, Swan
does not come over as an ideal carrier - it has too many image and sales
weaknesses - for strong linkage with a status brand like Old Holborn.



5.1

	

First Impressions

Amber leaf was the first NPD idea to be shown with the three variants mounted on a
concept board .

	

Respondents found it hard to read the brand name from a distance and
it was not immediately understood that these were papers .

	

They tended just to look at
the board and not express any particular reaction . Thus, it can be said that this new
brand did not stir any real interest, since they saw no reason for them to be interested .
Only around half knew the brand name. Awareness is limited by its distribution and the
fact that as bootleg buyers, they do not look at the rolling tobacco in shops as often as
they would otherwise .

	

Old Holborn smokers were most likely to know the brand, and we
found a few triers who had found the tobacco was less satisfying / with a cheaper taste
than the major brands . For them, the brand name had a slightly negative image spin-off
onto the papers.

When challenged as to why they were not more interested in this idea, respondents felt
the category and the lack of scope for product improvement were the underlying
reasons:

5 .2

	

Brand Image

"People aren't going to be impressed by a cigarette paper - it's hardly
the thing to get you going!

"The trouble with cigarette papers is it's something that's the same.
With cars they're continually improving it - a paper's a paper, you can't
make it any better"

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

OLD, ESTABLISHED LOOK

WARTIME

ACCEPTABLE QUALITY

NOTHING SPECIAL

FROM MAKERS OF LITTLE
KNOWN TOBACCO

LOOKS FADED

NO REASONS TO BUY
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Because papers are not a product that consumers give much thought, they found it hard
to form an image of the new ideas. Amber Leaf came over as having an old,
established look which is a positive, since traditional values are important . For some it
evoked an image of smoking roll-ups in wartime, a 1940s pack design or even
Fisherman's Friend sweets . It was felt to look acceptable quality, colourful and quite
pleasing .

At the same time, it is nothing special and it tends to appear rather faded from the sun
(the cream border creates this effect) . Some perceived it as from the makers of a little
known tobacco, others did not recognise the brand or the name of the manufacturer
which appears in small print .
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They immediately understood the colour coding for the variants but did not feel that
either the design or brand name would stand out sufficiently in-store for them to notice it .
If anything, they found the design too complicated or 'flowery' for papers - which they
tended to believe are such simple, basic products that their packaging should reflect this .
A couple of the older men did find it quite attractive and better looking than Swan, others
felt that only 'posers' would buy it for its pack design and the younger, under 35 RYO
smokers showed little or no interest .



5.3

	

Amber Leaf Buying Intentions and Conclusions

Only one or two said they might choose to buy Amber Leaf papers - the older men who
liked the look of the pack.

	

The indications are that it would struggle to find a market
because there is no perceptible consumer benefit or reason to change away from Rizla .
This was reinforced by the view they would be harder, and therefore an effort, to ask for
in the shops:

"There's a problem - because they make tobacco you're going
to have to say 'Amber Leaf papers - it's so much easier to say Rizla"

"The people that smoke Amber Leaf probably would buy it, but people
who don't would just stick to Rizlas"
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Our discussion of various scenarios for when they might actually buy revealed that
offering Amber Leaf at slight saving of say 2 - 5p would be regarded as irrelevant
because this is not a saving they would notice in their pocket. A heavy cut-price strategy
might work - if they were half price at 10p this might make them think about purchase,
but otherwise they would only buy if Rizla or Swan were not in-stock - and revert to
Rizlas next time .

We also discussed their response if the papers were to be launched as an Amber Leaf
in-pack give-away. This might attract the younger, occasional RYO smoker who is
buying to save money versus packet cigarettes, but it would not affect regular RYO's
who are loyal to Golden Virginia or Holborn - and it would have no impact on the 75%
who mainly buy Bootleg imports!

"I'd say very nice for people who smoke Amber leaf, but it's not going to
make you change your brand of tobacco for a packet of free papers"

Similarly, if they were a free one-off give-away with any brand, the attitude would be:

"If they're free you'd take them, but if they don't suit you, you'd rather
pay 20p for something that does"



6.1

	

Reactions to the Name & Concept

This route was introduced via a different design each group, but the reaction was broadly
the same. The concept does break through the inertia which surrounds the category and
get a response, even a chuckle. At least it would make an impression and would be
memorable:

"I can see why they're doing it . People walk in a shop and ask for Greens,
Reds or Blues and that's what they'll get"

"You're asking for them without asking for them!"

"I quite like the idea of calling them by the names you ask for
- greens and reds"

"if I walk into a shop and ask for a packet of greens, they'd most probably
give me them - as long as the papers are all right I wouldn't hand them
back"

"if they hand me that I wouldn't be dissatisfied"

"I'd try it, but it's more the principal . . . something is being thrust upon you"

"It's a bit naughty, it's like a con"
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Most found the whole concept rather amusing, they could see themselves being handed
these as exactly what they had asked for - inadvertently .

	

Just one or two of the older
ones felt the idea rather sharp practice, but they did not voice strong objections:

Thus, this route aroused far greater curiosity than either Amber Leaf or Swan -
respondents had more to say about the concept and the pack designs overall .



6.2

	

Brand Image

STRENGTHS

	

WEAKNESSES

EYE-CATCHING

	

NO CREDENTIALS OR HERITAGE

BOLD & BRIGHT

	

SLIGHTLY CHEAP

NOVEL BRANDING

	

LLOYDS CONFUSING &'MICKEY
MOUSE COMPANY'

IDENTITY CLOSE TO RIZLAS

The overall image is one of similarity to Rizlas - the pack colours were close in shade,
bold, bright and eye-catching . It would have better shelf impact but might well be
mistaken for Rizlas .

	

They found it difficult to go deeper than this but the other element
of the mix to get a reaction was the parent brand name Lloyds . On some designs it was
prominently Lloyds Greens, on others it was a more discrete type and gave the full
company name of Richard Lloyd & Sons - with some degrees of branding in between.

Respondents were negative to strong Lloyds branding : when presented as equal weight
to the colour the name it cannot be ignored and proved a distraction . Lloyds is not well-
known as the maker of Old Holborn - only by smokers of that brand . For the majority it
is more likely to be associated with the bank or car insurance. Richard Lloyd & Sons
makes it clear it is a family firm and nothing to do with these other uses - but then it can
convey a 'Mickey Mouse' company that knows nothing about papers or tobacco.

"Lloyds - you think `who is this Mickey Mouse company marketing
papers

	

- they're not going to have the faintest idea"

Another aspect troubled them - they would feel uncomfortable asking for Lloyds and it
tended to overwhelm the whole Greens / Reds / Blues idea .

" I could go in and ask for Green Papers but I couldn't go in
and ask for Green Lloyds"
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6.3 Packaaina

Overall, the impression given by many of the designs, especially from a distance was

that they could well be Rizlas :

"If they gave me these and I didn't look properly I'd just assume
I'd got Rizlas"

In some respects this is not a bad thing : it is because the designs are simple, as the

consumer wants; bright so as to be eye-catching ; slightly old-fashioned looking,

suggesting some form of heritage . Care would need to be taken not to go as far as a

suggesting plagiarism .

Reactions to the specific concepts were as follows:

DESIGN A

	

DESIGN B
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Design A was liked for having a strong logo, as Rizla does; in fact its yellow colour

looked like gold . Respondents felt the pack had good standout, conveyed the branding

idea well since Richards Lloyds is clear but not dominant . On the negative side the idea

of showing a paper in pack was not felt to work - it makes the packet look as if it is

ripped, or alternatively like a sardine tin . It also made the overall image rather cheap.

Design B looked very cheap, just like chewing gum and had no ties to papers. The lines

added nothing apart from food associations and Lloyds was rather too prominent.



DESIGN C

	

DESIGN D

Design C

	

was more popular: it is simple, pleasing, quite classy with a nautical feel to

it . Most felt the flag itself had no meaning - it evoked a golf flag for many, or a ships'

ensign. One of the problems with the designs as a whole was their lack of relevant
symbols . Nautical imagery does seem to fit with roll-up smoking and few would object
because it is traditional, British and suggests heritage .

	

The main issue with Design c

was that the colours tended to remind people of Penguin biscuits, but at least they are
recognisably different from Rizla .

Design D

	

was one of the least effective . It makes many of the same mistakes as
Swan : being perceived as too fussy, cluttered, very evocative of biscuits and having
nothing specific to commend it .
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Design E (over page) was very similar to C but its bigger flag came over as too
dominant and non-specific (it would do better to look nautical and not like the flag for a

golf hole) . People did not consider it suitable because it too was similar to biscuits and

chocolate .

	

It also promotes the brand name as Lloyds' Greens, Lloyds Reds etc which,
for reasons already explained, our respondents found uncomfortable .



Design F was perceived as the best of the bunch . It was felt to have the best standout
and to be most striking . This is because the design features the colour names (and little
else) and size makes the logo easier to read at a distance - which seems to be
important when searching for papers on the bottom shelf at the newsagents . Once
again, from a distance, the yellow and black casing around white lettering gave a quality
impression and looked gold . In terms of image and character, the design was described
as old-fashioned - a positive, since this is also linked to being established, genuine
and having a good heritage. Although the colours concept comes over, the Lloyds
name is too strong and respondents disliked its white lozenge; it lacked quality and
pushed it towards being an own-label design .

Packaging Conclusions

DESIGN E

	

DESIGN F

Respondents had difficulty in articulating their design perceptions and
preferences, they were not sufficiently interested in the category to enable us to
study it in great depth. However, it is safe to recommend that none of these
designs would be effective as tested.
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Overall, Design F could be the basis for further optimisation, but equally it might

be a good idea to re-think exactly what is the best positioning for this concept and
to focus the design on that positioning.

	

All the packs lacked a 'magic' ingredient -
Rizla has it in its bright colours contrasting with the gold logo with its unique typographic
style.



6.4

	

Buying Intentions and Conclusions

Exploration of this totally new brand created stronger consumer interest, than a range
extension from Amber Leaf, because that brand name does not have enough awareness
and there was nothing in the mix to excite. This new proposition is trading on its name
concept, which went down well with the majority . It is perceived as a fairly light-hearted,
tongue-in-cheek brand (which could be exploited in advertising / marketing) and this
appeals across the age spectrum. However, there is no perceived opportunity for a new
distinctive proposition because all consumer needs are satisfied and this product format
is too simple to develop a competitive / leading edge.

Greens / Reds / Blues were understood as a Rizla Rip-off and people positioned them
as:

THE ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVE TO RIZLA

- more for whenever their first choice is not available than as their first choice of brand.
None actively wanted to switch to this new brand, they would only buy if they could not
get Rizla . This means that it would suffer similar problems to Swan: with the need to buy
exclusive distribution and heavy, on-going marketing support. This would be a launch
option as there are a number of precedents for No.2 brand propositions (Pepsi, Hertz) . It
might well succeed in limiting Rizla and its scope for promoting Golden Virginia .

	

It
would be a higher status carrier for Old Holborn promotions than Swan, but would be
unlikely to get older RYO smokers to switch :

"If in a packet I see an advert for a brand of tobacco, that's not going to
change you to go out and buy that brand, unless you smoke it already"
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The concept could also be positioned as a price fighter at half price or less, to dent
Rizla share and profitability . This would deliver the consumer a real saving but margins
are unlikely to permit such a strategy .

Should the company wish to go ahead with this 'No.2' positioning the pack optimisation
guidelines would be to learn from the success of Rizla but be different enough not to be
mistaken :

" Be bold & bright - for impact and easy identification . For example, take two
tone colours & keyline from Design F

" Be strikingly simple - all that is required for this positioning_ is a strong, big
logo in an interesting font, more 40s or 50s than modern

" White logo & yellow / black outlining from Design F makes an effective
starting point, but the logo could be made more complex and unique.



" Richard Lloyd & Sons is preferred to just Lloyds but should not be prominent

or in a cheap lozenge . The plain black text of Design A would be acceptable .

" Paper content & weight need not be on top face and respondents said they

would ignore the quality statement and make up their own minds

" Avoid food associations ; fine or flowery detail
There is no need for any other graphics for this 'No. 2 to Rizla' route

6.5

	

Old Holborn Papers

Discussion of the Lloyds branding prompted 3 out of 4 groups to suggest quite

spontaneously that old Holborn would make a better parent brand:

"If they put Old Holborn there any smoker is going to know"

"I suggest you put Old Holborn on it and you'd get more response

than Lloyds . You'd associate it with tobacco at least"

"They've been around years and must have got it pretty well right

to have lasted - so why not transfer that name . . end of story!"
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Old Holborn is well-respected, reliable, well-known and was considered to have greater

intrinsic appeal for papers than either the new brand route or Amber Leaf . They would

have no problem asking for Old Holborn Greens, it has a nice `ring' to it . We did not

have the props to explore the pack design in any great detail - but respondents felt it

would look too fussy, low impact and its logo would be hard to read, if it simply scaled

down the tobacco pack image as had Amber Leaf . They felt the papers should take just

part of the tobacco design: either just the logo with green / red / blue background, or it

could include an element such as the elephant . Its traditional 'orange' colour could be

used for the red variant .

In terms of appeal, it was the 25+ regular RYO smoker who favoured this approach . He

was attracted by its traditional values and premium tobacco associations - but at the end

of the discussion they still did not feel the urge to switch from Rizla!

	

Most Old Holborn

loyals thought they had used their papers found in imported packs . The product would

be the same, it would require thought, might not be so widely available - why change?



6.6

	

How to Break the Rizla Habit

Each NPD idea discussed came to the same point : if all products are roughly equal and
adequate, there is no reason to switch . This line of thought could not be developed very
far in these groups, but people did show sparks of interest when even minor product
differentiation was discussed:

Multi-packs

	

The groups were very positive about selling singles wrapped
in units of 3. They did not want double packs (like Jobs)as 50
is a handy size and number but since they generally buy
more than one unit at a time, it would be a convenience and
hopefully a money-saver to buy in multi-packs . 3 seemed to
appeal more than 5 or 10. They hoped for an offer like 40p
for 3 which would deliver a meaningful saving .

Running Out Slip

	

Even Rizla loyals wanted this - they felt it should be called a
reminder slip with the copy: Running low - 10 papers to go.

Until someone innovates and gives a reason to break the Rizla habit, Rizia seems likely
to continue, as dominant No.1 and even grow should Swan be withdrawn.
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NAME

ADDRESS

TEL PHONE NO.

OCCUPATION OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD OR CHIEF
WAGE EARNER

JOB TITLE

INDUSTRY

QUALIFICATIONS

OCCUPATION OF RESPONDENT

INTERVIEWER SIGNATURE

THE NEW FIELDWORK COMPANY LIMITED
3 Simplemarsh Road, Addlestone, Surrey KT15 1QH

Telephone No : 01932 830083
Facsimile No : 01832 830332

INTERVIEWER DECLARATION
I DECLARE THAT THE INTERVIEW WAS CONDUCTEDWITHIN THEM.R.S . CODE OF CONDUCT
AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS, WITH THE PERSON NAMED
ABOVE
WHOWAS PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN TO MR.
INTERVIEWER NAME

	

( PLEASE PRINT

DO YOU ORANY OF YOUR CLOSE FRIENDS OR RELATIVES WORK IN ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING OCCUPATIONS ?(IF YES TO ANY THANK AND CLOSE INTERVIEW
ADVERTISING

	

1 P.R.

	

4
JOURNALISM

	

2 MARKETING 5
MARKET RESEARCH

	

3	MAN/RETAIL CIGARETTES

	

6

Q2.

	

HAVE YOU ATTENDED AGROUP DISCUSSION WITHIN THE LAST 6 MONTHS?
YES

	

1 CLOSE
NO

	

2 CONTINUE

001

09:51 MOM

Linda Henahall, Registered Office: 3 Simplemarsh Road . Addlestone . Surrey KT151QH. Rog. No. 1697504 VAT Registered No: GB 641-1727-99

SEX
MALE 1

AGE

18-34 YEARS 2
85-54 YEARS 3

CLASS

C2
C2 5D' 6



09/03 '98 11 :51 FA%

	

2002

Q3. ARE YOU A REGULAR SMOKER OF PACKET
CIGARETTES?

YES

	

1 coxTINUE
CONTINUENO

NO QUOTA ON THIS QUESTION. INFORMATION ONLY

Q4. AREYOU A REGULAR SMOKER OF ROLL YOUR OWN
CIGARETTES?

Q5 .

YES

	

1 CONTINUE
NO

	

2 CLOSE

WHICH BRANDS) OF ROLL YOUR OWN TOBACCO DO YOU
SMOKE?

OLD HOLBORN
GOLDEN VIRGINIA

	

2
GOLDEN VIRGINIA DARK

	

3
AMBER LEAF

	

4
SAMSON
DUMA

	

6
SWAN

	

7
OTHER

	

8

Q6. WHAT BRAND(S) OF PAPER DO YOU BUY?

2 OR 3 PER GP.
RIZLA 1
SWAN 2
MACOTTE 3
OTHER 4
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Rizla Resources : Product Range : Papers

Papers

Red Regular & King Size
Medium weight verge paper
Medium burn properties

Low ash
Good opacity

Liquorice
Heavy, liquorice coated paper
Steady burning properties

White ash
High degree of water resistance

Regular & King Size Green
Medium weight verge paper
Medium burn propertiess

Low ash
Good opacity

httt)://www.rizla.co.uk/resources/papers .html

Rizla Extras * Resources

Ventaire Supercools
Heavy weight velin

Free burn characterisitcs
High opacity
Perforated

Regular & King Size Blue
Fine semi-transparent velin
Self extinguishing properties

Very low ash

Regular, King Size & King Size Slim
New branding
Filigrain papers

Longer King Size for a more satisfying roll
Also available in 54m width

Page 1 of 1
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Rizla Relaxation
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Relaxation

Stress is recognised as a major problem in modern life .

We know the importance of avoiding stress, and we're trying to help .

So, if a nosy friend or colleague suggests you are wasting time looking at this page, tell them of the
importance of relaxation as part of the fight against stress, and ignore them .

RIZLA GAME

COMPETITION

4

THE GAME - The on-line, steam-driven version of Rizla's second
most popular function . The all-singing, all-dancing Rizla game. . .

THE COMPETITION - More chances for us to give you things for
free! If only you get the questions right, and your name is first out
of the bag . . .

THE SOFTWARE - Why not get a new screensaver? Or some
little cyber-Rizlas to stick on the inside of your monitor? You've

SOFTWARE T 	come to the right place...
DOWNLOADS

http ://www.rizla .co.uk/relaxation/relaxation .htm l
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Rizla Routes
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Rizla Routes
There are still many unfortunates who must tumble through life with no real roll ; the inhabitants of far-
off lands where the Rizla Paper is as yet a happy madman's dream.

'NOW! While we would not for a moment discourage you from visiting such exotic foreign climes, may
we offer our services in helping you make what is perhaps your most important decision of your
traveling inventory . . .

SHOULD WE PACK THE RIZLA?

Choose the continent you are visiting first

httn://www.rizla .co .uk/routes/routes .html
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Rizla Rolling Roadshow: The Rolling Machine
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Rolling Roadshow

The Rolling Machine is a wonderful bit of kit .
The big Rizla trucks have been returned to their bunker, to be rejuvenated and upgraded in
preparation for their next mission . In the meantime, here is the technical information for any geeks
who are interested (and a pretty picture for those of you who just don't care) .

June 1997
Thu 05 - Wed 11

	

Truck Spectacular
Fri 20 - Sun 22

	

Music in the Bay

July 1997
Fri 04 - Sun 06

	

Gay Pride

	

Clapham Common, London

Wed 09 - Tue 15

	

T in the Park

August 1997
Fri 01 - Sun 03

	

Summer Rights
Thu 07 - Tue 12

	

Bulldog Bash
Thu 14 - Tue 19

	

V 97

Rolling Machine

	

Trailer Length:
6.7m extending to 10.7m

Trailer Width :
2.2m extending to 4.4m

Trailer Height:-3m

Miles Travelled :
13,000 miles in 1996
14,500 miles in 1997

Events Visted:
12 in four months

Crew:
10

Balado, Perthshire
All weekend tickets have

Wed 16 - Tue 22

	

Phoenix

	

Stratford-upon-Avon

Hylands Park, Chelmsford
Temple Newsam, Leeds

Wed 20 - Tue 26

	

Reading

		

Caversham, North Reading

Well, there it is : a summer's entertainment!
From the whistles at Pride, to the engines at the Truck Spectacular, and the cries of 'Where's my
tent?' at Phoenix, it's been a noisy few months . And, of course, Rizla were there . Where were you?

httn://www.rizla.co .uk/rolling/rfacts .html
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